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I. Introduction 

Corruption or ‘dishonesty for personal gain’ (Encarta Dictionaries, 2009) exists in every nation of the world, 

irrespective of the geographical region or the level of development. Among other corruption monitoring 

organizations, Transparency International’s world corruption perception index has year after year shown that there 

is some level of corruption in all the nations of the world. In 2016 the anti-corruption watchdog emphatically 

posited that “Not a single country anywhere in the world is corruption-free”, not even the State of Vatican 

(Amnesty International, 2016). The extent of corruption however varies among the nations. And the level of 

development has not necessarily determined the level of corruption in the nation [as according to Transparency 

International 68% of the countries worldwide have serious corruption problem and half of the G20 nations are 

among them]. Transparency International’s 2012 - 2015 world corruption perception indices featuring 167 nations 

reveal that none of the world’s first five most developed nations is among the least corrupt nations, at the same 

time none of them is among the five most corrupt nations.  

 

Table 1: Transparency International’s Index of Five Most Corrupt and Five Least Corrupt Nations 
SN NAME POSITION SN NAME POSITION 

1 Somalia 1st most corrupt 1 Denmark Least corrupt 

2 Korea (North) 2nd most corrupt 2 Finland 2nd least corrupt 

3 Afghanistan 3rd most corrupt 3 Sweden 3rd least corrupt 

4 Sudan 4th most corrupt 4 New Zealand 4th least corrupt 

5 South Sudan 5th most corrupt 5 Netherlands 5th least corrupt 

Source: Transparency International, 2016. 

 

However an examination of the nations indexed as the first five most corrupt nations reveals that they are the 

nations with some of the highest national security challenges in the world. Civil war, insurgency, religious 

extremism, militancy, extreme sanctions and other grave national security issues tend to be the fertile grounds in 

which corruption flourish(Amnesty International, 2016). 

Nigeria has not been indexed as the number one country in corruption at any point, however as stated by Omatseye, 

(2016) corruption in governance was the reason Nigerian military officers overthrew the Federal Government in 

1967.  Also the Murtala Mohammed military coup of 1976 which was welcomed by majority of Nigerians was 

staged to end corruption in governance and public life in Nigeria.  Furthermore from1982 - 1984 corruption was 
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generally decried as becoming all pervading; and it eventually was cited as the reason for the overthrow of the 

civilian Federal Government in1984.And recently in civil democracy it was anti-corruption campaign slogan that 

an opposition political party rode on to win the nation’s 2015 general election. Corruption has thus been menacing 

Nigeria since the past 50 years (Oditah, 2016).  

The cases of corruption revealed in Nigeria especially in the last several years are not only mind-boggling but 

they manifest as some of the worst of their type that there has ever been. In 2013 there was the case of N4 billion 

Police Pension Funds embezzlement which was reported to have been handled in the shoddiest way as corrupt 

acts covered up the corruption. In 2015 there was the Dasuki-gate where at the time of a most heinous insurgency 

which was claiming not just lives of civilians (especially children and women)  and soldiers but had also taken 

over fourteen local government councils in three states in the country, the country’s National Security Adviser - 

in league with some military commanders and political party chieftains - was reported to have corruptly diverted 

$2.3billion meant for prosecuting the war, to election financing and self aggrandizement.  In the same vein a 

former chief of defense stall of Nigerian Armed Forces is standing trial on charges of embezzlement of millions 

of Dollars (Vanguard, 2016, Nnochiri, 2016)  

As revealed by Oguamanam, (2016) corruption in Nigeria has got so dynamic that kidnapping and hostage taking 

have become its dimensions as these are perpetrated in the people’s efforts to outclass one another in getting 

wrong money 

Recently 23,846 ghost workers were discovered and removed from the Federal Government payroll (Chiejina, 

2016). A former minister of petroleum has been standing trial over money laundering in England and as well 

facing charges of diversion of billions of petrodollars at home (Chika Ebuzor, 2016). Moreover several European 

countries have been repatriating to Nigeria millions of Dollars that had been illegally stashed away in Swiss banks. 

Indeed none of the three arms of Government, the executive, the legislative and the judiciary, is free from the 

cases of corruption. According to Ali (2016) in February 2016 Nigerian EFCC formally petitioned the Nigerian 

National Judicial Council on alleged corrupt practices of some Federal High Court judges. He added that the 

EFCC was prosecuting some Senior Advocates of Nigeria for corrupt practices including serial bribing of judges. 

The level of corruption had risen so high that it was a key general elections campaign issue in 2015. According to 

Adesomoju & Oladimeji, (2016) the Minister of Information recently posited that 55 public servants, businessmen 

and politicians stole 1.34 trillion Naira between 2006 and 2013, and that the cost of these stolen funds to Nigerians 

is put as: 

Using the World Bank rates and costs, one-third of the stolen funds could have provided 635.18 kilometers of 

road, built 36 ultra modern hospitals, that is one ultra modern hospital per state, built 183 schools, educated 3974 

children from primary to tertiary levels at N25.24m per child, and built 20062 units of 2-bedroom houses 

(Nigeria’s Minister of Information as Quoted by Adesomoju & Oladimeji, 2016) 

Public opinion is critical for the success of anti-corruption fight. Where the people feel unconcerned about anti- 

corruption drive or choose to be sentimental about it, significant success will most likely not be achieved. As 

posited by Encyclopedia Britannica (2014) corruption thrives where there is community indifference or lack of 

enforcement policies. People’s apathy towards incidence of corruption encourages the corrupt to perpetuate 

corruption just like non-enforcement of anti-corruption policies and provisions makes the corrupt to perpetuate 

more corruption with impunity.  As stated by Ughaz (2016), to do away with corruption, citizens must work 

together.  Ughaz emphasized, “Corruption can be beaten if we work together.” There is thus the need to awaken 

the citizenry to the harm corruption does to the society, to provide anti-corruption education.  

When Nigerians discovered in 1960s that the education their children were getting lacked functionality and 

relevance, they agitated for a change. Then the 1969 Curriculum Conference was convened and the education 

curriculum having the elements that would produce the expected outcome was introduced. According to Osokoya 

(1987:42) the change from the majorly liberal arts education to the comprehensive education curriculum which 

made sufficient provision for science, vocational and technical subjects ;resulted in the diversified scientific and 

technological courses meant to  turn out such diversified professionals.  The change came based on the 

introduction of some subjects and courses into the education curriculum. The comprehensive secondary education 

curriculum introduced resulted in the increased number of professionals in the vocational, technical/technological 

courses produced by Nigerian currently schools. 

Thus there is the need for Nigeria to arise against corruption with every force it can muster; otherwise it would 

destroy the country.   

II. Statement of the Problem 

For quite some time now, corruption has continued to eat deep into the fabric of Nigerian political, social, 

economic and moral life. It has cost Nigerians terribly much in terms of infrastructure, education, health, comfort 

and socially as most of the funds meant for these sectors have been embezzled. 

Incidence of corruption in Nigeria still tends to be on the increase despite the avowed determination of the new 

Federal Government to stop corruption. Corruption tends to be fighting back as corrupt people and their supporters 

have been mounting unreasonable objections and distractions to positive anti- corruption measures by the new 

government.  
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For the anti-corruption fight to make a positive and significant headway there is the need for the major 

stakeholders in the Nigerian enterprise to put forward reasoned sustainable steps for checking corruption.  It is in 

this light that as an educational administrator and planner, the researcher proffers the use of education for a 

sustainable fight against corruption. The question to be answered then is: Will the introduction of anti-corruption 

education sustainably eliminate corruption? 

 

III. Purpose of the Study 

The study broadly sought to determine how education could be used to sustainably eliminate corruption from 

Nigeria. Specifically the objectives are:  

a) To determine the extent of corruption in Nigeria. 

b) To determine whether education can be used to fight corruption to a standstill in Nigeria. 

c) To determine the ways in which education can be used to fight corruption to a standstill sustainably. 

IV. Research Questions 

1. What is the extent of corruption in Nigeria?  

2. What are the ways corruption is being fought in Nigeria? 

3. Can education be used to effectively fight corruption?  

4. In what ways can education be effective in fighting corruption to a standstill in Nigeria? 

5. What are the sustainable ways of corruption to a standstill using education? 

V. Methodology 
AS part of efforts to end corruption in Nigeria, this study set out to determine a most effective and sustainable 

way of using education to fight corruption to a standstill.. The data for this work was gathered from three sources: 

The principal source of the data was the eleven professional groups that are central to the anti-corruption fight in 

the education sector in Nigeria. Three professionals per each of these groups were picked for the focus group 

discussion at the side lines of a conference on education. The focus group discussion was moderated by the 

researcher to examine the most effective and sustainable way of using education to execute the campaign for the 

elimination of corruption. In addition Key informants’ interviews as well as direct observation were also used to 

gather data to complement the focus group discussion on sustainable ways of using education to fight corruption 

to a standstill. Information from these three sources was collated and analyzed. Descriptive statistics were used in 

presenting them.  

The views of the professionals and the data from the other sources were then aggregated and analyzed. Descriptive 

statistics charts, percentages and t-Test statistics were used to analyze … 

VI. ANALYSIS 

Research Question 1: What is the Extent of Corruption in Nigeria?  

 
Figure 1: Extent of Corruption in Nigeria 

Analysis of data on the extent of corruption in Nigeria revealed that the discussants proffered answers that ranged 

from Light to intolerable. While 17% percent of the respondents felt corruption existed in Nigeria like it did in 

every other nation and so it was tolerable, 30% of them felt it was bad and should be stopped.  Thirty four percent 

felt it was Appalling while 18% stated corruption was at a Intolerable Level in Nigeria and government was not 

doing enough to stop it.  

Research Question 2:  A) What are the ways corruption is being fought in Nigeria? 
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Figure 2: Ways Corruption is being fought 

On the ways corruption was being fought in Nigeria, the discussants stated that the Federal Government was the 

one spare-heading the fight for the time being and it was principally using fifteen  mentioned MDAs of 

government for the fight. Civil Society Organizations /NGOs and the private as well as the public media and 

religious organizations were also supporting the fight ….  

Research Question 3: Can education be used to effectively fight corruption in Nigeria? 

 

Table 2: Effectiveness of Education in Anti-corruption Fight 
S/N ITEM AGREE % DISAGREE % 

1 Education can be used to fight corruption  90 10 10 

2 Education can fight corruption effectively, 

significantly 
 70 30 30 

3 Education can fight corruption sustainably  69 41 31 

Source: Field data 

As shown in Table 1 overwhelming majority of the respondents agreed that education can be used to fight 

corruption effectively and significantly. A significant majority also agreed that education can be used to 

sustainably fight corruption.  

Research Question 4: What are the ways in which education can effectively mitigate corruption? 

From the analysis of data and information from the focus group and the key informants’ interviews the following 

strategies were revealed: 

a) Include anti-corruption education in the curriculum of all Nigerian Schools 

b) Implementing the curriculum containing anti-corruption education with dispatch 

c) Sustained monitoring and evaluating the implementation 

d) Formation of invigorating anti corruption clubs and societies in all the schools 

e) Organizing regular anti-corruption talks in the schools, which are addressed by anti corruption MDAs 

f) Mandating religious and moral education lectures and lessons to emphasize on anti corruption.  

g) Effectively funding the anti-corruption programs and activities. 

Research Question 5: What are the sustainable ways of mitigating corruption in Nigeria?  

Analysis of data and information gathered from the focus group discussion as well as the key informants’ interview 

on sustainable ways of mitigating corruption brought forth these strategies:  

a) Reviewing the anticorruption curriculum every two years. 

b) Implementing the reviewed curriculum with dispatch 

c) Properly and sustainably funding the anticorruption programs, clubs and societies 

d) Focused and unrelenting monitoring and evaluation of the anti corruption curriculum. 

e) The regular anti-corruption talks should be kept relevant and current.  

 

VII. Discussion of Findings 

The current level of corruption in Nigeria is such that calls for urgent steps by all and sundry to significantly 

minimize it. Education which according to Idakwoji (2016) is a number one sector in national development has 

been found to have a significant role to play in this regard. Anti-corruption education via the media for the 

generality of the populace and especially via the school curriculum students and teachers was picked as the best 

solution to the crises of corruption in Nigeria. 

Analysis of the data gathered on this study revealed several salient findings. One of these findings is that majority 

of the respondents who were well-informed professionals admitted that the state of corruption in Nigeria was 

appalling. This admission would have arisen from the many terrible news of mindless looting of the national 

treasury by high, the mighty and the lowly. The study revealed that corruption was the mother of the challenges 

of modern Nigeria. It has frittered away so much of the resources that could have been used to build roads, 

hospitals, schools and universities across Nigeria. It has hindered significant industrialization, the development of 

education, the modernization of agriculture, the development of tourism, the delivery of justice and kept Nigeria 

from being as developed as the Asian Tiger nations which Nigeria was said to have had better prospects than in 

the 1960s.  It is responsible for the 2016 near collapse of the economy, though many of those arrested for it have 

refunded billions of Naira and Dollars. This finding corroborates the statement of Nigeria’ s Minister of 

Information (2016) that scores of Nigerian elites had stolen billions of Dollars which were meant for building a 

significant portion of Nigeria’s social and economic infrastructure. The finding is also in agreement with the 

statement of the British Prime Minister in June 2016 that Nigeria was a fantastically corrupt country (Oditah, 

2016).  

More over the pervading corruption and the wrong life’s style of the corrupt tended to be tutoring the younger 

generation of the citizenry in the highly harmful acts. If the older generation who had the best of available 
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education including morality could get so corrupt engaging in mindless embezzlement of public funds and other 

resources, exposing the current younger generation to it could turn them into perpetrators of far worse corruption. 

There is thus the need to urgently sanitize the social environment through taking steps to overcome corruption. 

There is thus the need for the use of education as a tool for character building. Nigeria’s National Policy of 

Education, 2004 (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 2004) states that education should be used to achieve national goals 

and objectives that education handle such as societal change. In the same vein Ibrahim (2012) states that character 

molding is a key function of education.  

The study further found that the Government was prosecuting the anti-corruption fight using fourteen ministries, 

departments and agencies. These include those under the Federal Ministries of Information, Justice and Interior 

as well as the law enforcement agencies such as the Police Force, the Economic and Financial Crimes 

Commission, the Independent Corrupt Practices Commission and the Code of Conduct Bureau. The print and 

electronic news media, some civil society and religious organizations have also joined the Government in the anti-

corruption war. It has been advocated that the support base for the anti-corruption war should be more robust since 

the corrupt are rich, powerful and are ready to use their resources and position to protect themselves and their 

loot. It is in line with this that Prof Sagay (2016) stated that more people and groups including more labour unions 

should show more understanding and open support for the anti- corruption fight. More over the former head of 

the key anti-corruption agency, the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, Farida Waziri (2016) has opined 

that since there are many corruption cases more anti-corruption outfits should be set up so as to quickly handle 

the issues of corruption. In the same vein, in order to ensure significantly successful prosecution of the anti-

corruption war Adegboyega (2015) called for a fast review of Nigeria’s criminal justice system. 

A foremost finding of the study is that an overwhelming majority of the elites believe that education can be used 

to fight corruption effectively and sustainably. This is possible since education according to Idakwoji (2016) 

transforms behavior of recipients and is used to achieve national objectives. The large number of teachers who 

would teach the students in all the schools, and the much larger number of students who would study what 

corruption is as well as its consequences and how to minimize it, would quickly multiply the fight against 

corruption. The discussants emphasized that for the anti-corruption fight via education to be significantly effective 

and sustainable there is the need to move above merely informing the citizenry about incidents of corruption or 

activities of corruption. The techniques, manifestations and consequences of corruption should be fully revealed 

in the schools and universities and made part of their curriculum. The finding is thus in line with the position of 

Prof Lassa, (1998) where he stated that with good planning and implementation education can be used to achieve 

any progressive national goal, no matter how lofty. 

It was however posited that education alone would not be able to contain corruption; rather it would only be able 

to do so when it attacks corruption in league with the Ministries, departments and agencies as well as the civil 

society organizations Prof Sagay (2016) 

A percentage of the respondents however added that it would take several years for the effect of fighting corruption 

using formal education to be significantly felt. The anti-corruption educations contents would first be codified, 

before being taught to teachers in batches. The teachers would then start teaching the contents to the students. 

This may take several years to go round, for as stated by Avreson & Jangson (2012) the better the quality of 

education and thence the impact, the longer the time of its acquisition 

The study also revealed several strategies through which education can be used to effectively fight corruption. 

These include:  

a) Inclusion of anti-corruption education in the curriculum of all Nigerian Schools. This method will enable 

the teachers to first master the anti-corruption education contents and then teach these to the students. The 

very large numbers of the teachers and students as well as the expected behavior change provide great 

promises of impact.  

b) Implementing the curriculum containing anti-corruption education with dispatch. The intolerable extent of 

the corruption calls for urgent action against corruption. 

c) Sustained monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of the curriculum. This will ensure focus and 

impact and as well hinder any relapse in the fight. 

d) Formation of invigorating anti corruption clubs and societies in all the schools. The clubs and societies will 

give the students room for more involvement through expression of their views and observations and other 

actions which take the fight further. 

e) Organizing regular anti-corruption talks in the schools. The talks should be addressed by anti corruption 

Ministries, Departments and Agencies. This will buttress the anti-corruption fight by re-enforcing the 

lectures and lessons, and also take the education or knowledge to the larger societal life. 

h) Mandating religious and moral education lectures and lessons to emphasize on the ills of corruption. This 

integrates the anti-corruption fight into the learners’ belief and socialization systems, making the fight more 

effective. 
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i)  Effectively funding the anti-corruption programs and activities. This will make the execution of the 

programs and activities possible and ensure that corruption is fought to a standstill; while lack of or poor 

funding will stall the success. 

The foregoing is in consonance with the views of Omolayole (1998) where he stated that educational programs 

and activities have to be properly planned and their implementation well funded since they are cornerstones of 

national development 

The study also came up with strategies for making the anti-corruption fight using education sustainable. These 

strategies are:  

a) Reviewing the anticorruption curriculum every two years. The review will reveal areas that need re-

enforcement, those that call for change of strategy and those that require dropping.  

b) Implementing the reviewed curriculum with dispatch. It is necessary to ensure that the reviewed curriculum 

is implemented as there have been several instances of un-implemented program reviews in Nigeria. 

c) Properly and sustainably funding the anticorruption programs, clubs and societies. Funds are needed to 

execute the programs and activities. Without the funds the programs and activities would not be executed 

effectively. 

d) Focused and unrelenting monitoring and evaluation of the anti corruption curriculum. This is necessary in 

order to properly keep the fight going as planned. 

e) The regular anti-corruption talks should be kept relevant and current. This will make them effectively 

complement the lessons and lectures and provide wider exposure to larger society issues.  

f) All the anti-corruption programs and activities should be well funded. It is only through this that the 

programs and activities will be effectively implemented. 

g) There should be regular monitoring and evaluation of the anti-corruption education and programs and 

activities. This will keep the programs and activities on track o achieving the objectives. 

The foregoing is in consonance with Okojie (2013) who opined that proper planning and supervision of input, 

process and output of educational institutions’ programs should be a major concern these days if the educational 

objectives are to be achieved. In the same vein the strategies for sustainable development are in agreement with 

the UN Brandtland Commission Report(1987) which encouraged sustainability which the organization viewed as 

meeting the needs of the present without endangering the prospects of the future needs being met. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Education in National Anti-corruption Fight Model 

 

VIII. Conclusion 

The study has revealed has that corruption which has done significant harm to Nigerian political economy over 

the years, has risen to an intolerable level and efforts are being made to check it. Since it has been established that 

education transforms character, has the most numerous moldable clientele and is the sector that builds other sectors 

(Idakwoji, 2016), it can be used to mitigate corruption significantly. The use of education would be particularly 

successful if the efforts are employed in collaboration with other sectors. Thus there is urgent need to implement 

the recommendations put forward for fighting corruption. 

IX. Recommendation 

If corruption must be quickly degraded and eventually terminated in Nigeria, education has to play a major part. 

To successfully use education to fight corruption to a standstill, the following identified strategies are 

recommended: 

a) Anti-corruption education should be well codified and included in the nation’s school curriculum 

b) Invigorating anti-corruption clubs and societies should be formed in the schools and universities 

c) Relevant anti-corruption talks should be regularly given by the fourteen MDAs at the vanguard of the anti-

corruption war. 
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d) Religious and moral education lessons and lectures should be mandated to emphasize the ills of corruption. 

e) The anti-corruption programs should be regularly monitored and evaluated. 

f) The anti-corruption curriculum should be reviewed every two years and implementation of the reviewed 

curriculum should be done with dispatch. 

g) Adequate funding of the programs and activities must be done. 
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